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WH Y I S T ON IG HT different from all other nights?

I peek at the Haggadah in front of me, hoping our host doesn’t notice that I
never remember the answer. In truth, I’m not here for answers to ancient riddles,
the brisket, or the litany of plagues. I’m here for the Seder’s scripted buffer. For
how it conjures my daughter from her long disappearance into the darkness of her
boyfriend’s addiction. I’m here to witness the moment she scratches the head of a
wooden match across an abrasive strip, touches the small flame to the Yom Tom
candles, and flares them to light. I’m here for the moment candlelight’s alchemy
transforms the table to jewels—water goblets glisten aquamarine, wine glasses turn to
crystal quartz, the white porcelain plate with its mystifying symbols of remembrance
a shimmering, opaque moonstone. I’m here to come as close as I can to a miracle.
I scan the table, wonder at the unarticulated reasons each of us chose to come here
tonight, fourteen people crowding a rectangle of oak covered with white linen, sitting
on chairs as mismatched as our pasts—Rachel and her boyfriend sit on folding chairs
across from me and my husband David on a pair of padded Chippendales; the others
span a quartet of straight-backed Shakers; neighbors and friends settle on a canvas
director’s chair, a few metal folding chairs, and the walnut piano bench where the two
littlest kids squirm. Only the host and three guests are Jewish.
Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the Universe.
My head is bent toward the text, but I’m distracted by the Seder plate in the center
of the table. In clockwise order, it holds a shank of roasted lamb bone, a sweet-andspicy mix of fruit, nuts and wine, parsley sprigs, and a brown-speckled egg, roasted
and hard-boiled. If Rachel were one of the foods on the plate, she would be charoset, I
think, diced apples and walnuts, cinnamon, cardamom, and sweet white wine. David,
zeroa, the shank bone. I would be the brown-speckled, roasted egg.
Our host Laurie first invited us to Seder dinner at her home eight years ago. I’d met
her only twice before, but David was an old friend of her new boyfriend Eddie, and she
seemed eager to forge relationships with his friends. Our friendship developed like a
Polaroid, murky images sharpening with time. She and Rachel share a birthday, but
Laurie’s twenty-four years older with limbs long and thin as stretched taffy. Rachel is
small and curvy with Delphic eyes and a strawberry mouth. When Laurie invited us
that first time, I demurred, despite my curiosity.
We aren’t Jewish.
So what? I barely consider myself Jewish.
When I was in my early twenties, I hid my parents’ fundamentalism behind the lie
that my mother was Jewish. I loved the romance of it. The idea of living in a family
like my best friend’s in grade school. I’d longed to be part of her clan—the Russian
grandmother who couldn’t speak English tucked away in the nursery with her
youngest daughter’s baby, the obese father who seemed an occasional and marginally
welcome visitor, the mother who ferried Suzie and me to and from the library weekly,
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and who once told Suzie, “If I had to choose one of my children to hold a hundred
pound dagger above my heart all night and if it dropped it would pierce my heart and
kill me, you’d be the child I’d give the dagger to.”
*
EV E RY F EW M ON T HS when I was in law school my parents saved enough money

to drive from Plains to Missoula and take me to lunch. We’d go to Ruby’s Café and
eat burgers and salty fries. Afterward, we’d sip third and fourth cups of coffee while
eating fat wedges of lemon meringue, strawberry-rhubarb, or wild huckleberry pie.
All that was fine. It was the few minutes between when the waitress took our order
and when she brought our first cups of coffee I dreaded. That’s when my parents
extended their arms across the booth’s chrome-ribbed laminate, took my hands, and
in fluorescent lighting bright enough to see the pores in my father’s nose and my
mother’s downy facial hair, bowed their heads and prayed. Long prayers. Prayers no
one in the restaurant could miss. Prayers that—had anyone I knew seen—would have
revealed the part of my past I most wanted to hide.
Even so, I was too conflicted to ridicule them or to slip away. How could I ridicule—
or leave—parents plagued with loss: a fire, a flood, and two foreclosures. They lived
in a bubble of absolute love for each other and absolute faith in God that I didn’t see
as a kind of negligence until the summer I turned thirty. Just out of law school, my
best friend and I planned to celebrate new jobs with a trip to Greece. In a pretravel
checkup, a nurse asked if I’d been vaccinated for polio. I remembered once, when
I was three or four, going to a community center with my parents, being handed a
pleated paper cup containing a pink cube, remembered the sugary grit dissolving on
my tongue.
Polio? Mom sounded as though I was asking her to recall the middle name of Louis
XV. How am I going to remember something that happened that long ago? She yelled
to Dad without covering the mouthpiece: Herky? Do you remember if we ever got the
kids polio shots?
Not shots, Mom. Sugar cubes.
Oh good grief. I don’t know what’s wrong with you, Kelly Jean. You’re in the Lord’s
hands, so just stop being such a worrywart.
*
WE H O L D our wine glasses in our right hands while Laurie pours, less this year,

remembering, I suspect, how last year she filled our glasses to the brim, how we’d
grown tipsy too early, how, by the time Passover dinner was served, we’d turned into
children, giggling and snorting through Eddie’s midrash sidebars, how our voices
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pitched higher—and more joyful—each time we sailed into a round of Baruch Atah
Ado-nai.
The month after Laurie met Eddie, she scheduled an appointment with a rabbi
from a reformed congregation in Atlanta. She told the rabbi she’d fallen for a Jewish
man. The father she’d lost at eighteen, reconstituted as a burly poet and scholar. She
regretted her conversion to Catholicism ten years earlier. How could she undo it? She
expected a lecture or two. A suggested donation. Maybe a ceremony of some sort.
The rabbi swatted the air between them as though fanning away a foul odor.
If you’re Jewish, you’re Jewish. Nothing you did changed that.
If her urge to host Seder sprang from a desire to fasten Eddie to her through
shared tradition, I understood. That’s part of what prompted me to look for a church
after Rachel was born. The moment the midwife placed Rachel in my arms, I saw
everything that would ever matter to me: the milky shreds of caul clinging to her
slicked hair, the blue veins pulsing beneath her skin, the transparent nails on her
fingers and toes. I longed to bind us with spiritual thread, to weave us into something
eternal, a Möbius strip infinitely bound and unfurling. I have not stopped praying since
that moment. Always, even writing this, an endless loop: let her be safe, let her well,
let her be loved. Beloved.
The plagues give me a chance to glance across the table again, to catch Rachel
dipping her finger into a glass of red wine. Two years later, I will stand at the foot
of her hospital bed, watch her writhe in pain as a doctor slashes her perineum in a
last-ditch effort to avoid an emergency C-section. The baby will be blue. The neonatal
nurses will whisk him across the room. Suction. Pump. Come on, baby. Come on. Blood
will gush and pool in the bed. Her boyfriend will be drunk. The doctor will disappear. I
will have to threaten the nurses to get them to attend to Rachel, who convulses in the
bed, the sheets blooming with the saturated red of tulips.
She dabs the first of ten ruby drops onto her plate.
Blood.
The story of Passover doesn’t begin with the plagues. In Exodus, the second book
of the Torah and the Old Testament, Moses—or, if contemporary scholars are right,
some cabal of sixth-century Babylonians—describes his initial negotiations to free
the Hebrew people from Egyptian bondage. Show me a miracle, Pharaoh says, and
I’ll let your people go. Moses turns his staff into a serpent, but Pharaoh barely raises
his brows as it slithers across his shadow. His magicians can do that in their sleep.
The next morning, Moses meets Pharaoh at the river. Pharaoh, he says, The Lord God
of the Hebrews says let my people go. Pharaoh sighs. Thinks what a nag this man’s
become. Wishes Moses hadn’t grown up to become the wild-haired prophet standing
in front of him, his rod pointing toward the water. I wonder what Pharaoh noticed
first. The smell? The fish flopping to shore? The scarlet water at his feet?
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*
I F I WE RE given one moment to live over, it would be this: Rachel is three. She races

into my bedroom one morning, a tiny stitch in her brow.
What, Mama? Why are you calling me?
I wasn’t calling you, honey.
Oh, she says. I must have heard your heart.
And if I were given one moment to erase? This one: Rachel is eight. I am drinking
too much, covering the loneliness and dread of my life as a lawyer, the way I cover
my class identity with the finesse of a cold-war spy. She comes into the bedroom one
Saturday morning, bouncing with joy. She climbs up on the bed. Mama? Want to go do
something? My head pounds with a hangover. Get out and leave me alone, I scream,
searing the air between us.
She couldn’t know the sweaty fear troubling my waking hours, how I was losing
another job after two years, accepting a small package in exchange for leaving without
letting anyone know the silk-stocking firm had fallen on hard times. When I teared
at the news, my supervising partner startled. But you hate defense work, she said.
Your heart isn’t on this side. She was right. A few years and jobs later, I’d hang my
own shingle, taking cases few others would—a Rastafarian fired for smelling bad, a
receptionist fired after hearing her new boss say he wanted better looking candy up
front, a nurse’s aide fired after complaining that a doctor cornered her in a sedated
patient’s room and rubbed something hard against her buttocks. My heart was on that
side, but the money wasn’t. After every hard loss, demons whispered in my mother’s
voice: That’s what happens to the little people in the world. Other things happen too.
They wear out. They die sooner. An Appalachian coal miner’s life expectancy is fortysix. Childhood trauma shortens a life span by twenty years.
I hid my past from coworkers, friends. And from Rachel, too. I focused on giving
her what I hadn’t had instead of giving her who I was. With her private school
education and posture straight as a dancer’s, I imagined her walking into any room she
chose, the notion of being less-than or outside-of never crossing her mind. As though I
could redeem my past through her future. As though I didn’t know how children carry
mirrors so precisely reflecting their parents’ flaws.
*
LAUR I E’S P R EPA R ED an assortment of props to illustrate the plagues. Perhaps it’s

a gesture to her ex-husband who brought his new wife and young daughter. Or maybe
she’s tired of the routine, wants to make it more playful. It works. This year, we don’t
drone through the plagues. Frogs! We chime as the little girl waves a rubber toad in
the air.
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Dab.
Everyone my age has a story about frogs, how, as children, summer rains brought
out so many frogs the ground popped and shimmied green as far as we could see. Four
decades later—less than a nanosecond in evolutionary terms—they have disappeared.
*
A F TE R RACHEL went to college, I chose a therapist who worked out of his basement.

It smelled of earth, damp dog, and ear wax. He was in his late eighties. Nearly deaf.
I liked that he had a diploma in analytical psychology from the C.G. Jung Institute in
Zurich and that he’d studied with one of Jung’s protégés. I told him how disconnected
I felt from Rachel. How irrelevant. I worked a job I hated to give her what I’d longed
for as a kid. I never hit her—not even a swat on the bottom. So why am I closer to my
mother than Rachel is to me? He didn’t offer any psychobabble. He didn’t tell me I was
being hysterical or overreacting. He looked at me with eyes so pale they seemed clear.
Should I write her a letter, I asked, tell her how I feel, how sad, how lonely? I expected
him to nod, to say what a good idea. Instead he shook his head.
What could you tell her that she doesn’t already know?
*
I AC H ED for the certainty my parents found in faith. I wanted to believe in an eternal

tether to my loved ones. When Rachel was two, that longing led me to search for a
church I could bear. We cycled through twenty before settling on an Episcopal one. It
was a mid-seventies cedar-sided A-frame set against a backdrop of high-voltage power
lines. The single aesthetically redeeming feature that made me willing to go inside was
the water oak twenty yards from the entrance. Its trunk was big around as a hot tub,
its knobby lower limbs bent nearly to the ground. Rachel joined two little girls under
the oak’s lush canopy. I watched them playing in sunlight filtering through the tree’s
lacy foliage, their limbs swinging wild, their faces manic with joy.
David and I stayed twenty years. Despite the oddity of calling a pastor a priest, the
unfamiliar rituals, and a communal chalice that regularly made me cringe from the
sight of lipstick streaks on its rim or flecks of bread floating in the sweet liquid. The
water oak seemed a sacred sign. A living promise.
*
LO C USTS.

The little girl throws green plastic grasshoppers onto the table. Locusts swarmed
my childhood house once. I stood on the back porch watching their pale exoskeletons
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shivering across the window screens, saw how they shed their shells facing east, as
though walking toward the resurrection. I imagine walking out of my skin, the husk I
would leave clinging to the earth’s rough surface.
Dab.
Boils!
She raises a skeletal Halloween-hand covered with boils painted in orange nail
polish. Dab.
Hail!
Tic Tacs skitter across the table.
*
A F TE R R ACHEL left for college, I had to learn new ways to talk to her. Our

conversations reminded me of cross-examining a well-prepared witness. Under
subpoena. One who knows not to say too much. Who knows how to make me work for
the answers. When I asked her about the new man she was bringing to Seder dinner,
I minced through a series of questions crafted to elicit what I wanted to learn most,
before, inevitably, she’d sigh, say she had to go.
I learned this: his parents divorced when he was little. He stayed with his mother
the first few years, until losing her in the dark forest of mental illness and addiction.
She lives off the grid now, in a tent somewhere near Savannah.
I did not learn this: he wears gauzy blouses and hoop earrings. A pink topaz stud
pierces his right nostril. A black widow tattoo scrawls across his wrist and other
indistinguishable ink crawls behind his left ear and down his neck.
I did not expect this: how she takes his hand in hers with such tenderness it makes
me tuck my head and pretend a small sneeze to squeeze my nose and staunch the sting
of tears.
*
TH I S I S W HAT I didn’t know that night: the baby will stay in the neonatal intensive

care unit for three days. I’ll watch the nurses tape IV tubes to his arms. Watch him
claw them off. Swat at his nose until the oxygen tube falls out. The nurses smile and
coo at the fragile being whose wrists they’ve tied with soft restraints. Never seen a
baby that determined, they say, he’s a strong little guy.
I bring Rachel Chick-fil-A fries and chocolate shakes, before heading to the NICU.
Hovering over his warmed plastic bed, I pray. Or keep praying. The same prayer I’ve
been praying for twenty-six years. Only the pronoun changes. Let them be safe, let
them be well, let them be loved.
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On the second day, Rachel visits him in the NICU. Nurses pull the clear blue tubes
from his nose, help her hold him without tangling the IV tubing, nod and smile when
he latches. Hi baby, she says, hi little Wren.
On the third day, they go home. The skin under Rachel’s eyes still a bruised purple,
Wren swallowed by his rainbow puffer jacket so that only a small circle of face shows.
It takes months for me to stop shivering in the shower or sobbing in my sleep, for my
heart to stop stalling there, in the valley of the shadow of death.
I can’t imagine what’s behind the stilled breath of death. What does the caterpillar
imagine when it folds into its chrysalis—the slow dissolve into a soupy mix thinner
than egg whites, an amorphous mess holding imaginal discs, the secret code of
reconfiguration from a creature crawling on the earth to one soaring above it?
*
FO R T HE F INA L plague, Laurie hands the little girl a CD, Death Cab for Cutie.

Death of the Firstborn.
Dab.
While everyone else laughs, I hold my breath. Knock wood under the table. Pray.
Anything, I pray, just not that.
*
BY THE T IM E Rachel was twelve, I was taking so many prescription drugs, a

girlfriend looked in my overnight bag and asked, Do you take all of these? I said, Yes,
I have trouble sleeping. Trouble sleeping? If you take all these, you ought to be in a
coma.
Her statement sobered me. I didn’t want the last five or six years with Rachel home
to be spent in a blur. I quit cold turkey. It was July. Ninety-eight degrees in the shade.
I’d lost my job nine months earlier. With nothing else to do, I walked every day for
hours, sweating, shaking. I told Rachel it was the flu. Even this, I hid from her. I didn’t
want to poison her future with my past. I didn’t want her to see the brick of depression
I dragged behind me; I didn’t want her to think it had anything to do with her. I didn’t
know I was mistaking certainty for security. I didn’t know she’d fall in love with a
man infected with nearly every virus I’d tried to inoculate her from. Poverty. Drugs.
Abandonment.
*
I N MY PA R EN TS’ Pentecostal worldview, the lines are clear. You are saved or

not saved. You are with us or against us. Of God or of the world. There is one way
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to heaven; every other path leads to hell. Not some No Exit kind of existential or
emotional hell. The real thing: an actual lake of fire where the unsaved masses burn
for eternity. No one worried over what it might mean that this notion of hell for
all unbelievers is the single area of theological agreement between fundamentalist
Christians and fundamentalist Muslims. No one wondered aloud if this meant two
hells. One where all the nonfundamentalist Christians go; the other where all the
nonfundamentalist Muslims go. And wouldn’t that mean everyone goes to hell?
I never considered going back to the fundamentalist churches of my childhood. Or
taking Rachel there. But once, after Rachel left home, I did go back, slipping into one
of the few Foursquare churches that migrated from Southern California to the South.
It was located in a low-rent strip mall west of town. Five or six Harleys were lined up
at the curb in front of the church’s mirrored panes, their owners huddled in a circle
of smoke. Their leather vests and jeans looked worn, their hair clean and tied back in
ponytails.
When I parked and looked over, they smiled, crushed their half-smoked cigarettes
against the cracked asphalt with the pointed toes of their cowboy boots. Nodded.
Ma’am. Two of them opened the double-glass doors. Inside, the sanctuary looked
recently converted from a Payless ShoeSource. The floor was covered with the short
knap of industrial carpeting, several rows of metal folding chairs faced a platform
of musicians—a middle-aged man with an Afro and tie-dyed T-shirt played drums, a
skinny white boy with a shaved head curled around a guitar, and two round women in
peasant dresses shook tambourines while leaning toward a shared microphone.
The pastor’s blonde up-do and lemon-yellow dress reminded me that this particular
brand of fundamentalism was started by a woman, Aimee Semple McPherson, a failed
Hollywood starlet famed for her Depression-era food banks, her feigned kidnapping,
her secret lovers, her suspicious death by drug overdose. She told us that at sixteen
she left the protective covering of her father’s house to walk in sin. She did not seem
to notice how her son’s face darkened when she said this while pointing toward him,
a pudgy pubescent boy who looked as though he’d rather clean toilets with his tongue
than hear the story again, of how he reminded her—every day—that Jesus can turn
the ugliest sin into a blessing.
I never went back. But I learned this: there is a part of me that stays stranded in the
cadence of those early voices.
*
MY MO T HER’S B IB L E is covered in lavender suede, her name, embossed in gold

italics, scrolls across the bottom. This is not her first Bible. She wears them out. The
one I remember her using most in my childhood had a red leather cover. We spent
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more time in church than anywhere. All day Sunday, Sunday night, Wednesday night.
Plus the years Mom and I cleaned the church on Saturday afternoons, the years we
tended the flowers growing in concrete planters lining the breezeway, the years of
choir practice on Tuesdays and Fridays, the weeks of Vacation Bible School.
Maybe those early years explain how I remain fastened to faith, even though I can’t
name it or explain it. Maybe I can’t not believe. How else to explain the way, in my
deepest crises, I slip into some precortical chamber without words or thoughts, or
how, in the half-light, I sometimes sense a presence. In Flannery O’Connor’s words:
“Our response to life is different if we have been taught only a definition of faith than
if we have trembled with Abraham as he held the knife over Isaac.”
*
TH E FIR ST T IM E I went on a field trip in school was in the fourth grade. We packed

lunches for a long afternoon at the Palm Springs Art Museum on Palm Canyon Drive.
I was wowed by a reconstructed skeleton of a Tyrannosaurus Rex, not least of which
because Rex was the name of a boy I adored. As soon as I told Mom what I’d seen,
though, I knew I’d said something wrong. I smiled with my lips sucked over my teeth,
trying to figure out what, to let her know I was sorry for whatever it was, that I’d
never do it again, that she didn’t have to spank me.
Kelly Jean, you know better than that. There were never any dinosaurs on earth.
I was confused. The teacher told us it was a real fossil. She said it was dug up
someplace far away—Montana, maybe. But I didn’t say that to Mom. Instead, I did
what I’d learned to do: I mirrored her face.
The Bible would tell us if there were ever dinosaurs on earth.
Ah! I understood. Just in time to avoid a spanking, I nodded. Fast. She smiled. I
knew she forgave me when she said, Of course it does talk about dragons. Maybe you
just got that mixed up.
Fifty years later, my mother would apologize. Oh honey, I’m sorry I wasn’t a better
mom.
You were a good mom.
I wish we could have helped you with college.
That’s okay.
And we spanked you kids too much.
We gazed at each other across my kitchen table, her mirror-eyes cloudy, her brows
raised. It’s okay, mom. It isn’t completely true, I know. But this is: I love you. Her
gnarly-veined hands rest on her open Bible, the onion-skin pages covered in rainbow
scrawlings, ciphers from my childhood. I can’t help wondering if they hold the key to
how our family came undone.
*
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WH E N T HAT LAST push conjured the crown of Rachel’s head and tore my drug-

numbed perineum into air, a ghost hovered nearby. I didn’t see it. But I felt it: in the
moment I first cradled her against my sweaty chest, before they swept her away, an
invisible presence slipped a potion into the solution hanging in the clear bag next to
me, poisoning the innocent drip of hydration, flooding me with equal parts fear and
love. My blood adulterated forever.
What had I understood about love until then? About how I was loved. Or not loved.
How absurd to compare love. It’s like comparing pain. Or sight. You can only feel what
you feel, see what you see. I used to think love quantifiable, expendable. As though
at birth an angel handed me a small cake called love, and I spent my life hoarding it,
slicing slivers, worried if I gave too much I would be left with nothing but crumbs.
Now I imagine a different gift at birth, one where angels plant a tiny seed of love in
each heart, whisper, Tend it, and it will grow. Like Gaia, endlessly self-creating. But
we can poison it instead. Just like everything else.
I worry that Rachel romanticizes poverty. She resents her private school education.
Our upscale suburb. I’m not a snob, Mom, she says.
I want to tell her she’s wasting her life, squandering her time and talent working as
a server in a diner, wearing torn sweaters sourced from Goodwill bins. I cycle through
a litany of blame, landing on the man she loves, the sweet, handsome, mentally-ill
alcoholic with the lost, itinerant mother, and the father who disappeared into his
second family. I rail against this. Never to her, though. Instead, I badger myself. What
did I do wrong? Why doesn’t she do something with her life? How can she choose
to live like that? Sometimes I joke with my husband about it. I didn’t beat her, I say.
What else do you have to do to be a good mom?
*
TH E WAT ER OA K suffocated under the weight of a thousand bricks, each engraved

with the name of a lost loved one. When the priest announced this fundraiser the
year Rachel left for college, he assured us that an arborist approved the project, that
placing pavers around the oak’s circumference wouldn’t harm it. But I felt the tree’s
root-deep sorrow at this betrayal, felt as though my own chest was being wrapped in
plastic. I began grieving it, grieving our collective opacity, the poison of greed. By the
time Rachel graduated, the oak had died. Its trunk cracked down the center. Broken
open. Its core hollowed and black.
*
A F EW W EEKS before Seder, I asked Rachel what the worst part of being a server

was. She said, Oh Mom, you don’t want to know. But she told me a few stories. A drunk
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frat boy vomiting on her shoes. Men scribbling in the margins of their bills—numbers,
promises, threats. A woman screaming at her, calling her stupid, a cow. A table of
women insisting on another server, when she declined to answer their question: Do
you believe in God?
What surprised me—what, oddly, heartened me—was how she deconstructed their
meanness from a distance. How she views the world through the lens of a well-tended
intellect, with a confidence I never had. Seeing her in this light feels like forgiveness,
or a path toward forgiveness, that place where tenderness transforms the past. I see
how my mother, as a grandmother, softened; how her tenderness transforms the past.
I see the flicker of our reflections in that twist of infinity.
*
A F TE R T HE BA BY is born, David and I will move from the suburbs into the city.

I want to be a ballast for the baby. A shelter in these early years. A trustworthy
guardian. I want him to feel my presence long after my body has pooled at the bottom
of a simple coffin and seeped through its blue pine slats into underground streams,
the ones bathing the deepest roots winding beneath us. We move into a house with a
water oak in the backyard. An arborist tells me it’s about my age, sixty or so. It has
lots of life left, he says, although who can say with climate change? Every morning, I
place my hands on the tree’s rough bark and say a prayer.
*
AS I L O OK across the table, I imagine invisible threads attaching my daughter to

me, me to my mother, to my mother’s mother, stretching into the mists of millennia. I
imagine gossamer shreds of webbing fastening us all—to each other, to the frogs, the
trees, the angels, and even Elijah. Quiet as the moon’s tug at the tide or the pulse of
sap in a maple, I hear an answer to a prayer I didn’t know I was praying.
We snuff the candles and Laurie rallies us to stand. Everyone’s tired. A little tipsy.
A cool breeze blows through the door, still open for Elijah. We struggle to our feet
and hold our glasses high, ready to recite the last line, the only one I remember from
year to year, Next year, Jerusalem. I want to believe this promise, that each of us will
be ferried safely through the years, unchanged, unharmed. The people I love will be
spared pain, sorrow, loss. The water oak will flourish. Even as I say the words, I doubt
it. I know there will be losses. Some of us won’t return. For those of us who do, the
years will transform us in ways I can’t imagine. Rachel will become pregnant. The
baby will be strong. The father will not recover. Rachel’s eyes will refract a stunned
dazzle for the heart beating in her arms.
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